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NO LIES
Telling no lies means being honest with others, but it also means being honest with 
yourself. When we fail to tell ourselves the truth, we fail to find a way around whatev-
er obstacle made us reach for the excuse in the first place. Whenever a vague excuse 
like “I don’t have time” or “I don’t have the resources” pops into your mind, give it a 
hard look and a bright light while you interrogate that excuse to find the truth. 

LACE UP
One of the last things you do before you step onto the field or the court is to 
make sure that your shoes are laced up tight. Without that solid lacing, it could 
come untied mid-game and trip you up. Without the solid foundation of well-laced 
sneakers, you will fall.

It’s not just your shoes that need to be laced up tight, though. Your character needs 
to be laced up just as carefully. You will be limited by your character long before you 
are limited by your talent. When you lace up your character, you know that adversity 
is coming, you don’t let the highs get too high or the lows too low, and you do the 
work until the work is done.

DOERS DO
It’s easy to get caught up in the potential. When the talent or skill is there, it’s so easy 
to think the game is in the bag. But as any athlete can tell you, the game isn’t over until 
it’s over. And as Tiger Woods said, “Until it happens in the game, it hasn’t happened 
yet.”

Doers do. When you lose, don’t take that as the end. Do something to create another 
opportunity. Do something to get a different outcome. Potential is nice, but it’s not a 
guarantee. There is no guarantee at all. You just have to do what you can to the best of 
your ability. Don’t just bank on your potential to get you to the success you dream of. 
Get out there and do!

LEADERS LEAD
You don’t have to be a great athlete to be a great leader. They are separate skills. 
Make no mistake, leadership is a skill. It’s something that you can learn, just like you 
learned how to throw a ball or jump a hurdle.

The best athletes aren’t always the best leaders. They’re two different skill sets that 
require different things of you. You don’t have to be the best athlete to be a great 
leader; you just have to develop your skill to lead. 
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EXCELLENCE EVERYWHERE
Excellence is about giving your best moment by moment. It’s about valuing and 
respecting yourself and your teammates. Excellence everywhere requires that you 
prepare and put forth effort, both of which require you to be a person of integrity. To 
be excellent everywhere is really difficult to do, but as with anything else, it helps if you 
start small. 

Excellence everywhere means respecting and valuing yourself and your teammates 
enough to do what you said you would do. Being excellent doesn’t have to be a big 
show. Sometimes, the smallest changes make the biggest difference. 

NACHO CHEESE
When we reach for or try to become something that is not ours, we’ll always lose. 
Trying to be someone else never works. It’s nacho cheese; it’s not yours. There’s a 
difference between being inspired by someone’s success and being jealous of that 
success. When you’re inspired, it pushes you to be your best. When you’re jealous, it 
pushes you to be like them. 

When you try to grab for something that is nacho cheese, you fail twice. You fail at 
being who you are not, and you fail at being you. Whether you are on the field, in the 
classroom, or looking in the mirror, your job is to be you. If it’s nacho cheese, don’t 
try to grab it anyway. Instead, do your job and be the best you that you can be. 

FIRE FAILURE
Student-athletes everywhere share a fear: the fear of failure. It’s not just athletes, 
though. People of all ages fear failure. But that fear comes from an unhelpful definition 
of failure and success. If you think that failure is when you get something wrong or 
make a mistake or lose a game, then of course you’re going to be afraid of it. If you 
think that success is only when you win, of course you’ll fear not winning. 

Failure is not lack of success; it’s lack of learning. Success is not winning; it’s getting 
the next smallest thing right. Fear of failure will try to hold you back, so you’ve got to 
redefine success and failure, so that you can fire failure.

STAY STEADY
No matter how chaotic life gets, you have the power to stay steady. When you take 
responsibility for your actions, you take the power away from your circumstances 
and you give it to yourself. 

Life will be like a roller coaster most of the time. There will be great days and 
horrible days. You will feel awesome and you will feel terrible. Life is chaotic. But 
when life comes at you, when you are praised, or when you are criticized, do your 
best to stay steady. 
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LOCK IN
We can’t become our best if we don’t give our best. Giving our best requires that 
we lock in. That means giving our eyes, our attention, to what is right in front of us. 
When we’re locked in, we aren’t distracted by outside things. To lock in, we have to 
walk through a ritual that will help us go from distracted and dazed to locked in like 
a laser. 

Your ritual will look different from Coach Mackey’s ritual, or from your teammates’ 
and coaches’ rituals. It’s a very personal thing. But this guide can help you in 
developing your personal ritual. To lock in, you’ve got to develop a ritual that works 
for you to move you from distracted to focused. 

TEAM WORKS
We talk a lot about teamwork because when the individual members of a team come 
together as a team, then the team works. As Phil Jackson said, “The strength of the 
team is each individual member. The strength of each member is the team.” There are 
three conditions for team to work:

-Team works when individuals bring their best for the team.
-Team works when we help others get what they want.
-Team works when we put the team in our work.

The team doesn’t work without teamwork. We have to work together if we’re all going 
to reach our goals.

HOKEY POKEY
The hokey pokey is a fun dance from childhood. But when hokey pokey can be 
used to describe your commitment, your hard work, or your effort, then it’s not so 
fun anymore. We all know people who put in their commitment and then when it 
costs more than they thought it would, they take it out again. You might have even 
been that person.

At first glance, it makes sense to hold back a bit, to keep some energy or hard work 
reserved in case you need it later. But, as you probably know, there’s a problem 
with that. It short changes both you and your teammates. You don’t want to be a 
hokey pokey.

FIRST THINGS
Confidence is built, not born. It’s like any skill on the field. Confidence comes 
from letting go of the outcome because you know that all you can control is your 
response. Confidence comes from getting reps at things that you aren’t good at 
and seeing how much you improve over time. And, confidence comes from knowing 
who you are and living out that identity. If you want to be more confident, these are 
three things that can help you to build confidence.
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TRUTH TELLER
It’s important to tell the truth to people, even when we don’t feel like it. You’ve been 
told this many times—to tell the truth to others—but what is frequently left out is that 
you need to tell yourself the truth, too. Unfortunately, people lie to themselves all the 
time about how good or bad they are, or how good or bad a situation is. The reality 
is that you and your situations are never as bad or as good as you think they are. It’s 
usually somewhere in the middle.

POSITIVE PRESSURE
Pressure is meant to catapult you forward, not to crush you. The difference lies in 
how you choose to view and use pressure in your life. Pressure by itself is neutral. It 
is your choices which change that neutral state to a positive or a negative.

SLOW DOWN
We live in a fast-paced society. Everything and everyone seems to be moving at 
the speed of electricity. But sometimes that breakneck pace can actually break 
our necks, or at least, it can break our goals and dreams. Life is too short to run 
through it like it’s a race. Instead, we need to learn to slow down.

When we slow down, we give ourselves the opportunity to give our best to what’s 
right in front of us. That doesn’t mean the end goal doesn’t matter to us; it just 
means that we’re able to be where our feet are. We need to slow down, so we 
don’t miss receiving something in this moment that will help us reach our goals in 
a future moment.

TRY AGAIN 
“The most certain way to succeed is always to try just one more time.” Thomas 
Edison

Failure is not the opposite of success. Failure is a part of success.  In the process of 
getting things right, you’re going to get some things wrong. When it happens, ask 
yourself: am I willing to try again? The only real failure is in not trying again. Or, as 
Edison put it, if you want to succeed, you have to try again. If you want the next try 
to be better than the last, there are three things you need: Honesty. Honor. Hunger.
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FAITH OR FEAR
We all have different lenses through which we see the world. Some of these lenses relate 
to our family heritage or regional culture. But perhaps the most important lens that we use 
is either faith or fear. A lens of faith sees a future of possibility while a lens of fear sees a 
future of difficulty. The way that we see the future determines how we act (or fail to act) in 
the present. When you think about your goals, do you view them through the lens of faith 
or fear? That choice makes all the difference.

SECOND PLACE
It’s not about you. Too often, we hear that and go “yeah, right. Of course it’s about 
me!” That’s the ego talking. It’s the part of you that thinks only about me, myself, and 
I. But as a servant leader, you’ve got to learn to make the ego take second place to 
the team. We before Me. The goal of leadership is not to have other people help you 
achieve your dreams; the goal is to help others achieve their dreams. 
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NO LIES
Did you know that honesty doesn’t just mean telling other people the truth? That’s right. 
Honesty also means telling yourself the truth. Since you are inside your own head, it might 
seem crazy to think that you could even lie to yourself. But people do it all the time.

We say things like: “I don’t have time for that” when we mean “I overscheduled myself.” 
Or “I’m not interested in that anymore” when we mean “This is harder than I thought it would be.”

Excuses are the vague, generalized statements we make when we don’t want to be honest about our 
failings. It’s hard to do anything with an excuse because it masks the real issue. But the truth will illuminate 
the problem so that we can find a way to deal with it. The truth is concrete, specific, and actionable. 

If you decide you don’t have time to work out this morning, that’s an excuse. It moves the responsibility from 
you to time. If you had more time, you could do it, but you don’t have time. The truth is that you didn’t wake 
up early enough or didn’t do all of your homework the night before. It’s not about time (everyone has the 
same amount of time in the day, every day). It’s about what you did or did not do. 

When we fail to tell ourselves the truth, we fail to find a way around whatever obstacle made us reach for the 
excuse in the first place. Whenever a vague excuse like “I don’t have time” or “I don’t have the resources” 
pops into your mind, give it a hard look and a bright light while you interrogate that excuse to find the truth. 

Telling no lies means being honest with others, but it also means being honest with yourself. 

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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NO LIES: FOR COACHES
Kids are often conditioned to tell adults what they think we want or expect to hear. If we ask how 
they are doing, and they think we want to hear that they’re fine, then that’s what they’ll tell us. 
Even if they’re having the worst day of their young lives, they’ll say they are fine because that’s 
what they think we expect. 

We don’t want our athletes to tell us what they think we want to hear. We want them to tell us no lies. That 
starts with giving them permission, place and practice to be honest with us. 

Permission. Let athletes know that they can be honest about having a bad day or a bad week. For 
example, when someone tells you they're at a six out of ten mentally, don't try to make them give the 
effort of someone at a ten. Let them be a six, and help them be the best six they can be. 

Place. Right before or after practice isn't a great time to ask athletes how they're doing. We need to give 
them space to give a true answer. Ask how they are if you see them at lunch or between classes or set 
times when you'll be available in your office for athletes to talk. 

Practice. Even after receiving permission and having a place available to give a true answer, students will 
need practice to put honesty into action. It's a knee-jerk reaction to say “I'm fine” when someone asks how 
you are. Give students practice by following up a "fine” response with something like “What makes it so 
fine?” or “What would make it better?”

Helping our athletes to tell no lies starts with giving them the permission, place, and practice to tell the 
truth instead.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to GIVE yourself permission to be 

honest. Athletes aren’t the only ones who think they 
need to keep up a front. Coaches are all too ready to 
“save face” by saying they’re fine when they aren’t. Give 
yourself permission to be honest with your team (coaches 
and athletes alike) when you’re having a bad day. 

2. Opportunities to ESTABLISH a place for check-ins. If 
it’s a priority, that means we make time for it. If you can’t 
set a specific time where athletes can come to you, make 
something like a wooden box where athletes can put their 
name when they need to talk. Monthly or weekly scheduled 
check-ins with each athlete are also a good idea.

3. Opportunities to PRACTICE giving honest answers. 
Honesty isn’t just about answering with something more 
than “fine” when someone asks how we’re doing. It also 
extends to things like understanding plays. Athletes are 
often ready to say they understand right before they 
make a mistake. Get them to practice honesty here too 
by following up with phrases like “Explain it to me like 
I’m a newbie” or “Why is this play important?”

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“We lie to ourselves. We don't tell ourselves 
the way things really are. And when we do 
that, we can't fix our problems.” Jocko Willink

 TUESDAY:
“We know we're supposed to tell others the 
truth, but do we know that we're supposed to 
tell ourselves the truth?” Coach Mackey

WEDNESDAY:
“If you do not tell the truth about yourself you 
cannot tell it about other people.” 
   Virginia Woolf
THURSDAY:
“We swallow greedily any lie that flatters us, 
but we sip only little by little at a truth we find 
bitter.” Denis Diderot

FRIDAY:
“If you don't want to slip up tomorrow, speak 
the truth today.” Bruce Lee
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DOERS DO
It's easy to get caught up in the potential. When the talent or skill is there, it's so easy to 
think the game is in the bag. But as any athlete can tell you, the game isn't over until it's 
over. And as Tiger Woods said, “Until it happens in the game, it hasn't happened yet.”

Think about professional snowboarder Shaun White. In the 2006 and 2010 Winter 
Olympics, he took gold in the halfpipe event. But at the 2014 games in Russia, White failed to win any medal 
in his signature event. White's potential said that he should have won another gold easily, and it's what 
everyone expected. That's the problem with potential. It's what “could” happen. Just because something 
can happen doesn't mean that it will happen. 

But there's another lesson to take from White's loss in 2014. He didn't let that become his last competition 
or even his last Olympic games. By the 2018 Olympics in China, White was back in top form and more 
motivated than ever to do what it took to win his third gold medal. And he did. 

He pulled together his mental, emotional, and physical toughness so he could keep his dream going. 
Everyone thinks about physical toughness when “toughness” is mentioned, but there’s much more to it than 
physical ability. If your mentality and emotions aren’t right, the physicality isn’t going to be top-notch, either. 

Doers do. When you lose, don't take that as the end. Do something to create another opportunity. Do 
something to get a different outcome. Potential is nice, but it's not a guarantee. There is no guarantee at all. 
You just have to do what you can to the best of your ability. 

Don’t just bank on your potential to get you to the success you dream of. Get out there and do!

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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DOERS DO: FOR COACHES
A coach's superpower is helping his or her athletes go from where they are to where they can be. 
It's tempting to focus on the athletes with the most potential. After all, those are the ones that 
might win you high school games or invite you to watch their college (or even professional) games. 

But focusing on potential does a disservice to the athlete with the potential as well as the rest of the team. 
Potential isn't reality. It's a dream; it’s a maybe. Far more important than an athlete's potential is what he or 
she is willing to do. 

Doers do. We want our student-athletes to be doers. We want them to learn how to be mentally, 
emotionally, and physically tough, so they can go out into the world and do great things. It is unimportant 
whether those great things involve sports or not. 

Coaches serve a far higher purpose than helping to funnel athletes into the college and professional 
programs. Coaches take in kids who don't have a clue about life and help them become the men and 
women who will run the world one day. 

To do that, we have to invest in kids, we have to go the extra mile for them, and we have to be willing to 
continue learning each day how to be the best coaches that we can be. Don’t just ask what they can bring 
to the team; ask what you can bring to their development. 

Being a coach is hard work. Coaching is long hours, tough calls, and giving more than we get. But in the 
end, it’s all worth it.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to INVEST in student-athletes. Investing 

in athletes doesn’t have to be complicated. You don’t 
have to pour dollars or other material resources into them. 
You just have to give them your time and consideration. 
Make time to talk with athletes about more than just the 
sport. Consider their wants and needs when making team 
decisions. 

2. Opportunities to GO the extra mile for the team. 
Going the extra mile might sound daunting when you 
already do so much, but it doesn’t have to be difficult. 
Some examples include: going to athletes’ games in other 
sports, encouraging them to take on leadership roles 
in organizations outside of athletics, giving rides home 
from practice, or staying late to help an athlete who is 
struggling. 

3. Opportunities to LEARN something new about 
coaching. No matter how long you coach, there will 
always be something new that you can learn from a book, 
a person, or an experience. The more that you learn, 
the better you become at coaching, and the better you 
become at that role, the greater impact you can have on 
the lives of your athletes.

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“Until it happens in the game, it hasn't 
happened yet.” Tiger Woods

 TUESDAY:
“We forget that potential means we've 
not done anything yet. Potential is not 
achievement.” Coach Mackey

WEDNESDAY:
“Ability is what you're capable of doing. 
Motivation determines what you do. Attitude 
determines how well you do it.” Lou Holtz

THURSDAY:
“Happiness does not come from doing easy 
work but from the afterglow of satisfaction 
that comes after the achievement of a difficult 
task that demanded our best.” 
   Theodore Isaac Rubin
FRIDAY:
“A life spent making mistakes is not only 
more honorable, but more useful than a life 
spent doing nothing.” George Bernard Shaw
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LACE UP
One of the last things you do before you step onto the field or the court is to make sure 
that your shoes are laced up tight. Without that solid lacing, it could come untied mid-
game and trip you up. Without the solid foundation of well-laced sneakers, you will fall.

It's not just your shoes that need to be laced up tight, though. Your character needs to 
be laced up just as carefully. You will be limited by your character long before you are limited by your talent. 
When you lace up your character, you know that adversity is coming, you don't let the highs get too high or 
the lows too low, and you do the work until the work is done. 

Let's look at each of those briefly.

Lace up and know adversity is coming. There's no great victory without a great fall. There will be obstacles. 
But if you have laced up properly, those obstacles can't knock you off course. 

Lace up and don't let the highs get too high or the lows too low. If you think you're the best after a win and 
the worst after a loss, then you need to lace up. No matter how good or bad things are going, it's just a 
pause on the road. It's not the end. To keep yourself from going too high or too low, focus on this: What is 
the next smallest win you can get? 

Lace up and do the work until the work is done. You would never take your shoes off in the middle of a 
race. You don't unlace until the job is done. Whatever goals you are working toward, stay laced up until 
completion. No matter how long it takes, do your best until you get it right.

When you lace up your character, it moves you forward in ways that talent never could. 

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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LACE UP: FOR COACHES
We don't have to choose between investing in talent and investing in character. Results are best 
when we invest in both. An athlete with a strong work ethic and perseverance will be able to take 
their talent a lot farther than an athlete who doesn't like to work and quits when it gets tough. 
All the talent in the world won't help the second type of athlete find lasting success, but the first 

type is guaranteed to succeed in sports and in life. 

When the season is on the line and we're met with a tough decision to hold a student to the team 
standard, it's really hard to say character matters more than talent. That almost feels like saying winning 
doesn't matter. But that's true only if we are more worried about winning games than winning the hearts of 
our student-athletes. 

So the question to ask ourselves is: What do I care about winning?

A win doesn't necessarily look like a higher score than the other team at the end of the game. A win could 
be helping a C student become a B student. A win could be helping a disadvantaged teen go to college. 
A win could be seeing an antisocial athlete sacrifice for his teammates. 

There are a lot of things that could be wins. We just have to concentrate on the question: What do I care 
about winning?

We can't let our talent outrun our character because character will limit us long before our talent does. 
We've got to lace up our character so we don't lose our footing mid-game. Don't choose between 
developing talent or developing character. Develop both.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to PREPARE to encounter adversity. 

Obstacles and setbacks are part of the process of reaching 
our goals. These could be derailing influences, but only 
if we are unprepared for them. Expecting the setbacks 
is a huge step in the preparation, but we can also make 
contingency plans for the more likely setbacks (such as 
player injury or ineligibility). 

2. Opportunities to PRACTICE remaining even-keeled 
after winning or losing. No single win or loss determines 
a season. It's an aggregate of all the games. We can't let 
a win take us too high or a loss take us too low. Practice 
celebrating (or learning) and then letting go within 24 
hours of a win or loss. This can apply to smaller wins or 
losses, too, like having a smooth class period or spilling 
coffee on your shirt.

3. Opportunities to PERSEVERE when something is really 
hard. Let's look at a couple of examples. Struggling to 
get a pickle jar open? Don't give up! Change your tactics 
instead. Failing to see a way to counter an upcoming 
opponent's tactics? Don't give up! Ask someone else's 
opinion instead.

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“Show class, have pride, and display 
character. If you do, winning takes care of 
itself.” Bear Bryant
 TUESDAY:
“Character is doing the right thing when 
nobody's looking. There are too many people 
who think that the only thing that's right is to 
get by, and the only thing that's wrong is to 
get caught.” J. C. Watts
WEDNESDAY:
“Natural talent only determines the limits of 
your athletic potential. It's dedication and a 
willingness to discipline your life that makes 
you great.” Billie Jean King
THURSDAY:
“Character is the result of two things: mental 
attitude and the way we spend our time.”   
   Elbert Hubbard
FRIDAY:
“Without a firm foundation, without your 
sneakers laced up tight, you know that your 
feet will fall out from underneath you.” 
   Coach Mackey
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LEADERS LEAD
You don't have to be a great athlete to be a great leader. They are separate skills. Make 
no mistake, leadership is a skill. It's something that you can learn, just like you learned 
how to throw a ball or jump a hurdle. Let's look at three skills of a great leader that are 
totally unrelated to how athletic you are.

Setting the example. Your team has a set of values or a code to live by. A great leader is the exemplar of 
those values. That means they are the best at things like working hard, being dependable, and sacrificing for 
their teammates. You don't have to be the best at everything all the time. Working hard to develop a good 
work ethic is just as important as having a good work ethic. Set the example by giving your best rather than 
trying to be the best. 

Encouraging others. Great leaders help their teammates become better, and one of the ways to do that is 
to help them see the best in themselves. Encouragement goes a long way in that direction. When you call 
out something good that someone did, you let them know that they are seen and appreciated, but you also 
help them see themselves in a different light. 

Speaking up. Leaders aren't necessarily the loudest people on the team, but they are the ones who speak 
when things need to be said. If a teammate's actions go against team standards, a leader has to be willing to 
call them out for it. At the same time, there's a balance to be kept between speaking up and speaking too 
much. Great leaders learn how to keep that balance.

The best athletes aren't always the best leaders. They're two different skill sets that require different things of 
you. You don't have to be the best athlete to be a great leader; you just have to develop your skill to lead. 

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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LEADERS LEAD: FOR COACHES
Just because our quarterback is the best athlete on the team does not mean he's going to be the 
best person to lead the team. Some stars are great leaders, but some great leaders are not stars. 
Anyone can learn how to lead well, just like any athlete can be taught how to competently play 
the game. In both cases, it's not a matter of ability so much as training. 

That's not to say natural talent doesn't exist. Some people are starting from more fertile ground than 
others when they start to grow. But, everyone can learn the basics in sports and in leadership. Basics like 
setting the example, encouraging their teammates, and speaking up (or shutting up) when necessary.

Leaders always lead. Leaders may not run faster or throw farther than others. Leader may not jump higher 
or call better plays than others. But leaders always lead. 

We can't take for granted that a natural athlete is going to be a natural leader. We can't take it for granted 
that someone who rides the bench all season can't be a team leader. Every single player on our team has 
the ability to become a great leader. We just have to help them along by training leadership skills just like 
we run drills.

We train leadership just like we train anything else: We model, teach, test, and reward. First we model 
what leadership looks like, and then we explicitly teach how to lead. We test how well they've learned by 
giving them leadership opportunities, and we reward them when they succeed and reteach them when 
they fail. 

Leadership is a skill. It can be taught. We've just got to look for the students who are willing to learn.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to SET the example. Coaches are 

one of the best examples of leadership that student-
athletes will see. The way you interact with athletes 
every day is an example for them of how a leader 
behaves. Always be growing in your own leadership 
capacity so that you can show them how to do it, too. 

2. Opportunities to EXPLAIN leadership skills. Break 
down how to talk to a teammate when they need to be 
called out. Go over how to encourage teammates, too. 
Get specific, just like you would when explaining a new 
play. 

3. Opportunities to ALLOW athletes to lead. You 
get better at what you get reps at. It's hard to see 
an athlete's leadership potential if they never have 
an opportunity to lead. Give different students 
responsibility for small groups. Encourage them to 
branch out from sports and take on leadership roles in 
other areas, like student government or the arts. 

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“Great leaders do not desire to lead but to 
serve.” Myles Munroe

 TUESDAY:
“Average leaders raise the bar on themselves; 
good leaders raise the bar for others; great 
leaders inspire others to raise their own bar." 
Orrin Woodward

WEDNESDAY:
“If your actions inspire others to dream more, 
learn more, do more and become more, you 
are a leader." John Quincy Adams

THURSDAY:
“Leadership is a skill separate from your 
athletic ability.” Coach Mackey
FRIDAY:
“Leaders are made; they are not born. They 
are made by hard effort, which is the price 
that all of us must pay to achieve any goal 
that is worthwhile.” Vince Lombardi
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other.

EXCELLENCE EVERYWHERE
Excellence is about giving your best moment by moment. It's about valuing and 
respecting yourself and your teammates. Excellence everywhere requires that you prepare 
and put forth effort, both of which require you to be a person of integrity. To be excellent 
everywhere is really difficult to do, but as with anything else, it helps if you start small. 
Let's look at three areas where you can seek excellence.

When you wake up. Whether you slept well or not, waking up is an opportunity for excellence. Get up with 
a smile, ready to meet the day. Even if you overslept, even if you can't eat breakfast, even if it's raining, it is 
not the events of the morning but your attitude that sets the tone for the rest of the day.

When you're in a tough class. Maybe you don't like the teacher or maybe the subject matter is difficult for 
you. Maybe it's right after lunch (or first thing in the morning) so you're usually sleepy and struggle to focus. 
Whatever makes it tough, there are little things that you can do to be excellent in that class anyway. Maybe 
excellence looks like answering a question (whether you know the answer or not) or asking a question (so you 
can understand better). 

When you're unable to play. If you've been injured or lost eligibility, you may not see how you can be 
excellent in your sport. Excellence in rehab looks like doing your best to get better without straining your 
injury. Excellence when you're ineligible looks like spending practice time to get caught up on classes so you 
can be eligible again.

Excellence everywhere means respecting and valuing yourself and your teammates enough to do what you 
said you would do. Being excellent doesn't have to be a big show. Sometimes, the smallest changes make 
the biggest difference.

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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EXCELLENCE EVERYWHERE: FOR COACHES
Excellence is like grandma’s pie. It’s not perfect, and it’s not cookie-cutter. It’s unique. Only 
grandma can make it the way she makes it. We know the preparation and effort that went into it. 
It’s uniquely her pie, and that is what makes it excellent. 

Preparation. Integrity. Effort. PIE. We are the only ones who can control those three key ingredients to 
excellence.

Excellence is not defined by points or any other game stat. It is defined by our preparation and effort, 
which hinges on our integrity. When we prepare well, and when we give our best effort, it shows that we 
are acting with integrity. Those three things are what qualify us to execute on our goals and dreams.

If we want to have a zero-loss season or beat the previous year’s record, it’s tempting to think that means 
the team has to play perfectly in every game. But perfection in performance is not attainable. Instead, we 
should focus on helping our athletes to be excellent in their performance by preparing and putting in the 
effort that their inner integrity demands of them. Then, even though our team still won’t play perfectly, 
they will play excellently.

We need to draw a line in the sand to demand excellence of ourselves and our team. The key to success is 
not whether we are perfect or even competent in our performance. The key to success is excellence. There 
will never be a day when everything is perfect. But, if we demand preparation, effort, and integrity from 
ourselves, we can catch excellence.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to PREPARE for excellence. You can't 

just stumble into excellence. It requires intentionality 
in the form of prior preparation. If you want to have 
an excellent day, it starts with preparing the night 
before by going to bed, laying out your clothes for 
the morning, and setting the intention to have an 
excellent day. That's just one example of preparing to 
be excellent everywhere.

2. Opportunities to ENCOURAGE great effort. We say 
all the time that hard work is the best work, but hard 
work doesn't come without effort. Encourage athletes 
to give their all to what is right in front of them. 
Excellence requires that we go all in, not withholding 
some of our energy for later. 

3. Opportunities to LIVE with integrity. Excellence is 
about valuing and respecting ourselves and others. 
That requires integrity. Take a hard look at your life 
and the way that you lead. How are you leading with 
integrity? How are you living with integrity? How is 
that helping you to be the best that you can be in this 
moment? 

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“Excellence is less about being better than, 
and it's more about respecting and valuing 
ourselves, our teammates, and our coaches.” 
   Coach Mackey

 TUESDAY:
“Excellence is doing ordinary things 
extraordinarily well.” John W. Gardner

WEDNESDAY:
“If you want to achieve excellence, you can 
get there today. As of this second, quit doing 
less-than-excellent work.” Thomas J. Watson

THURSDAY:
“Excellence is the accumulation of hundreds 
of minute decisions; it is execution at the 
most granular level.” Eva Moskowitz
FRIDAY:
“There are no shortcuts to true excellence.” 
   Angela Duckworth
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FIRE FAILURE
Student-athletes everywhere share a fear: the fear of failure. It's not just athletes, though. 
People of all ages fear failure. But that fear comes from an unhelpful definition of failure 
and success. If you think that failure is when you get something wrong or make a mistake 
or lose a game, then of course you're going to be afraid of it. If you think that success is 
only when you win, of course you'll fear not winning. 

Failure is not lack of success; it's lack of learning. Success is not winning; it's getting the next smallest 
thing right.

Sometimes you may think that if you don't succeed, that means your work was worthless. And if your work 
is worthless, what does that make you? First, let's start with clarifying that you are not your work. So even 
if your work was worthless, that wouldn't say anything about you as a person. Second, just because you 
don't win the game or get the fastest time or bring home the trophy, that doesn't mean that your work 
was worthless. 

Think about it. What did you learn through all of that work? Did you learn how to give your best even when 
you don't want to? Did you learn to give great effort even to things you aren't naturally good at? Did you 
learn how to be a good teammate? 

It does not matter if you win or lose the big game or tournament. It matters if you learned from the 
experience of doing the work. It matters if you keep pushing forward to the next success. So long as you are 
willing to do the work and go after the next smallest success, you will never have to fear failure. 

Fear of failure will try to hold you back, so you've got to redefine success and failure, so that you can 
fire failure.

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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FIRE FAILURE: FOR COACHES
Firing failure doesn't mean that failure is unacceptable or that it's not an option. It means that we 
redefine what failure means for our athletes. Sports teach us how to fail well. Athletics is a place 
where we can get it wrong, and there are no real consequences because it's just a game. But too 
often, our athletes see failure in sports as if it's a death sentence. This is particularly true when 

they base their identities on how they perform.

Coaches are in the best position to help athletes redefine failure, both on and off the court. Our athletes 
are going to get it wrong sometimes. They are going to mess up. And we can help them see that's not 
failure, that's just a mistake. The real failure is if they don't learn from that mistake. The real failure is not 
trying to do better next time. 

Sometimes we send the opposite message, though. If we get angry or frustrated, and we lose control of 
those emotions, our athletes hear that they are failures, even if our anger isn't directed at them. It's hard to 
see someone blow up after we make a mistake and not take that as "I screwed up. This is my fault."

Instead of getting bent out of shape about a mistake, let it roll off your back. Point it out so they know 
what they need to improve, but don't do it from a place of anger. Instead, try to come from a place of 
instruction and learning. Instead of saying "Why can't you get this right?" try saying "What was right about 
that and what was wrong with it?"

If our athletes are going to fire failure, they've got to see that we mean it when we say failure isn't making 
a mistake, it's refusing to learn from that mistake.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to REDEFINE success and failure. 

Gather the team to talk about what they think success 
and failure means, then use that as a starting point to 
discuss failure and success as defined in this week's 
lesson. Work together to reach a consensus on what 
the team will consider success or failure, and then make 
sure your critiques and praise match those definitions.

2. Opportunities to CONTROL your emotions. Use 
techniques like counting the number of eyes in the 
room or in the stands to help you calm down when 
your anger or frustration makes you want to blow up. 
There's a difference between yelling for volume and 
yelling for rage. Figure out what that difference is (from 
your perspective and from the people watching you) 
and learn what works for you to keep to the volume 
end of the spectrum.

3. Opportunities to FAIL. Athletes aren't the only ones 
who can learn from their mistakes. We need to give 
ourselves the space to mess up, too, if for no other 
reason than so we can model learning from our mess 
ups for our students.

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways 
that won’t work.” Thomas Edison

 TUESDAY:
“We have to redefine failure before it defines 
us.” Coach Mackey

WEDNESDAY:
“Failures, repeated failures, are finger posts 
on the road to achievement. One fails forward 
toward success.” C. S. Lewis

THURSDAY:
“Failure doesn’t mean you are a failure; it just 
means you haven’t succeeded yet.” 
   Robert H. Schuller
FRIDAY:
“A person who never made a mistake never 
tried anything new.” Albert Einstein
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NACHO CHEESE
When we reach for or try to become something that is not ours, we'll always lose. Trying 
to be someone else never works. It's nacho cheese; it's not yours. There's a difference 
between being inspired by someone's success and being jealous of that success. When 
you're inspired, it pushes you to be your best. When you're jealous, it pushes you to be 
like them. 

In the first case, you're going to succeed because being your best will help you achieve the best that you 
can achieve. But in the second case, you'll over-reach, or reach in the wrong direction, and you'll fall over. 
Just because you can't do something exactly like someone else doesn't mean you can't find success. In fact, 
doing things exactly like YOU is how you will find success.

Say you're the backup kicker and you've got to replace the best player to ever enter the sport. That's bound 
to make anyone nervous. But here's the thing: The team doesn't need you to be the best player. They need 
you to be you. That's it. You just have to do your job. 

That's much easier said than done sometimes. You might get in your head and hear all these negative voices 
or think that people are talking about or laughing at you. It can be hard to push those aside long enough to 
do your job. You just have to remember that anything beyond your job is nacho cheese.

When you try to grab something that is nacho cheese, you fail twice. You fail at being who you are not, and 
you fail at being you.

Whether you are on the field, in the classroom, or looking in the mirror, your job is to be you. If it's nacho 
cheese, don't try to grab it anyway. Instead, do your job and be the best you that you can be. 

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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NACHO CHEESE: FOR COACHES
Some positions get more of the spotlight than others because they impact the game more than 
others. A pitcher or quarterback is just more visible than an outfielder or a lineman. Some athletes 
will get more of the spotlight due to their talent or height or speed. Getting more of the spotlight 
doesn't equal having more dignity, though. And that's what we want to teach our athletes. 

There are kids on our team who could go on to play college sports, but several won't play past high 
school. The second group matters just as much as the first. We have just as much of a responsibility to be 
a positive influence on their lives as the others. That starts with ensuring that we give value and dignity to 
every athlete, regardless of the position they play or the talent they have. 

Here are a few ideas for ways to give value to every position and every player:

• Know each players' name and use it
• Explain how each position makes a difference
• Have team spotlights that call out athletes for things other than what they do on the field
• Have athletes nominate their teammates for different mini-awards throughout the year
• Give nicknames to different positions to make them sound like superheroes

Not everyone is going to get recruited, and not everyone even wants that. The student-athletes in the 
program matter, regardless of what they will go on to do after leaving high school. Dignity and value starts 
with the coach. We can make sure everyone knows that no one is above anyone else through our small, 
daily actions.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to SAY every athletes' name. Knowing 

their names is only important if you can prove that you 
know them. That means actually using their names, 
whether that's first name or last name. But really, 
knowing (and using) someone's first name establishes 
a stronger relationship, especially for those who aren't 
proud of their family name. 

2. Opportunities to VALUE every position. Explaining 
and giving examples of how a position or player 
positively impacts the game helps to give dignity to 
the position and the player. When you take the time to 
congratulate players for the small things and connect 
how that helped with a big play, that gives value to the 
players, regardless of their talent or position. 

3. Opportunities to GO beyond the game. Value and 
dignity don't just come from on-the-field contributions. 
They also come from living up to the team standards 
off the field. Make it a point to congratulate students 
at practice when a fellow teacher brags about them or 
when they make the honor roll.

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“When you try to grab something that is 
nacho cheese, you fail twice. You fail at being 
what you are not, and you fail at being you.” 
   Coach Mackey
 TUESDAY:
“To be yourself in a world that is constantly 
trying to make you something else is the 
greatest accomplishment.” 
   Ralph Waldo Emerson
WEDNESDAY:
“Be yourself. Everyone else is already taken.” 
   Oscar Wilde
THURSDAY:
“Always be a first rate version of yourself and 
not a second rate version of someone else.” 
   Judy Garland
FRIDAY:
“Learn to be what you are, and learn to 
resign with a good grace all that you are not.” 
   Henri-Frédéric Amiel
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STAY STEADY
No matter how chaotic life gets, you have the power to stay steady. When you take 
responsibility for your actions, you take the power away from your circumstances and 
you give it to yourself. There are a lot of times when you need to stay steady, but let's 
look at three.

When someone praises you, don't let your head get too big. You need to stay the right size. When you focus 
too much on the praise, it makes you think you've arrived at the finish line. But the truth is, you've just arrived 
at tomorrow's starting line. To stay the right size, give yourself a time limit on how long you can bask in the 
praise, such as 24 hours. After that time is up, have a goldfish memory and forget it so you can buckle up 
and do today's work. 

When someone criticizes you, don't let it take you too low. To stay steady when criticism starts to get to 
you, just say "I'm glad to be here." When you're happy to be wherever you are, it changes the way that you 
think about things and the way that you receive feedback. You can learn from anybody, but you have to stay 
steady to do it.

When life comes at you, stay steady. You will wake up some days and not feel 100%. It's tempting to think 
that your work only counts when you're at 100%. But the truth is that you can give your best, no matter how 
full your tank is. If you're at a 60%, you can give that full 60% to what's in front of you. You are worth giving 
your best. 

Life will be like a roller coaster most of the time. There will be great days and horrible days. You will feel 
awesome and you will feel terrible. Life is chaotic. But when life comes at you, when you are praised, or when 
you are criticized, do your best to stay steady. 

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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STAY STEADY: FOR COACHES
A key part of staying steady is being the right size for the situation. For our athletes, being the right 
size is about how they receive praise and criticism; that mostly means not getting a big head when 
they do well and not feeling worthless when they do poorly. For coaches, it's more about the way 
that we deliver praise and criticism. 

To stay steady, our emotions and their outward expression need to be the right size for the situation. When we 
praise or criticize, it should come from a place of balance. Our praise and criticism needs to be the right size 
for the event, the person, and ourselves. 

If we are always at a ten when something goes wrong, then there's nowhere else for us to go when we really 
need our anger and disappointment to make an impact on our athletes. The same is true for praise. If we're 
always at a ten when we like what they're doing, then there's nowhere to go when we really want them to 
understand how proud we are of their progress. 

There are levels to everything. A missed pass is not worthy of the same unhappiness as a failing grade that 
prevents the athlete from playing. A great pass is not worthy of the same celebration as a state championship 
win. 

There's a spectrum of emotions, and each place on that spectrum requires an appropriate response. If we're 
too over the top, we put everything on the same level. And when everything matters, nothing matters. 

To stay steady in the face of whatever life throws at us, we've got to keep our emotions and responses the 
right size.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to PRAISE at different levels. It takes 

practice to be the right size. Experiment with the way that 
you praise athletes and coworkers. There's a balance to strike 
between the intensity of the praise and the importance of the 
event that sparked the praise. It also makes a difference who 
you are praising because all people receive congratulations in 
different ways. 

2. Opportunities to CRITICIZE at different levels. The intensity 
of our criticism might be even more important than the 
intensity of our praise. Many people, including our student-
athletes, are more sensitive to criticism than they are to praise. 
It's like the critique sinks in more than is meant while the praise 
just rolls off. Practice giving criticism or correction at different 
levels of intensity so you can find the right balance for whatever 
situation your athletes lead you into.

3. Opportunities to STAY steady in the face of chaos. It's 
possible to practice handling a whirlwind before it actually 
appears. Deliberately create a setting of chaos and anarchy 
in a controlled environment. For example, set up a practice 
where the two top players are out, one of the coaches is 
sick, and half the equipment isn't usable. With that recipe for 
chaos, practice handling it with the athletes' help. 

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“There are a lot of ups and downs throughout 
a game, but...you have to be able to see the 
bigger picture, steady that ship...and keep 
the thing moving.” Alex Smith

 TUESDAY:
“Nothing contributes so much to tranquilize 
the mind as a steady purpose.” Mary Shelley

WEDNESDAY:
“Long-term consistency trumps short-term 
intensity.” Bruce Lee

THURSDAY:
“Everything we do is infused with the energy 
with which we do it. If we’re frantic, life 
will be frantic. If we’re peaceful, life will be 
peaceful.” Marianne Williamson

FRIDAY:
“There are ups and downs, and life comes at 
you hard, but you've got to stay steady.” 
   Coach Mackey
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LOCK IN
We can't become our best if we don't give our best. Giving our best requires that we lock 
in. That means giving our eyes, our attention, to what is right in front of us. When we're 
locked in, we aren't distracted by outside things. To lock in, we have to walk through a 
ritual that will help us go from distracted and dazed to locked in like a laser. 

Your ritual will look different from Coach Mackey's ritual, or from your teammates' and coaches' rituals. It's a 
very personal thing. But let's look at three things to consider to help you in developing your personal ritual.

Prepare your head. Think about what you need to focus on. What are you trying to lock in to? What is 
required of you? What's your job? If you're in the weight room, your job might be focusing on spotting for 
your teammate. If you're on the field, your job might be protecting the quarterback. Think through what 
requires your laser-like focus.

Check in with your heart. Think about how you are feeling. What is the best that you are able to give right 
now? Where are you mentally and emotionally on a scale of 1-10? How does that impact what you need to 
do? You know what you need to focus on, but knowing what's going on in your heart will help you determine 
if you're willing to do the work required, and even if you're able to do it right now. 

Take action with your hands. Think about what you need to do. What muscles need to move? What 
should your hands and legs be doing? Do you need to speak or write? All of the focus that comes from 
being locked in has been gathered for the purpose of actually moving and doing. So, what do you need to 
physically do?

To lock in, you've got to develop a ritual that works for you to move you from distracted to focused. 

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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LOCK IN: FOR COACHES
We want our athletes to let go of distractions so they can lock in on what they need to do to 
succeed. But there's a problem with just saying "let go of distractions; just put them out of your 
mind." The problem is that the distractions then become all they can think about. 

Don't think about that missed shot, just take the next one. Hit the reset button. 

We say these things with the best of intentions, and at the head level, that's exactly what our athletes 
need to do. But there are two other levels that we've got to reach if they're actually going to let go of that 
missed free throw. The two other levels are heart and hands. 

Heart. If they're going to let go of a bad play, they've got to believe that it really doesn't matter. They've 
got to be willing to actually let it go. They can't just hear it and shrug it off. They've got to take it to heart. 
Taking a moment for a breathing exercise can help with this. See the opportunities below for an example.

Hands. Once they get right with their head and their heart, then they've got to take action. The best way 
to overcome a mistake or get over a disappointment is to act. Even if they're stuck in the dugout, give 
them an action like giving their teammates water or doing a few pushups. 

If our athletes can't take the advice to "let it go" in their heads and move it through their hearts to their 
hands, then they'll be in a position to lock in and truly let go of the past.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to BREATHE. The act of breathing is 

a simple reminder to let go. Every breath in has to be 
released. Try this breathing exercise with athletes: Place 
your hand on the right side of your torso a couple of 
inches below your belly button. Inhale deeply with your 
belly. Imagine you're breathing into the space beneath 
your hand. 

2. Opportunities to ACT. Sometimes, breathing is 
enough of an action to help you let go of something 
that's blocking you from being locked in. Sometimes, 
you'll need a more physical action. Make a list of things 
that help you focus. Use the list as inspiration when you 
need to lock in. 

3. Opportunities to CREATE a lock in ritual. Talk with 
the team about what it means to block out distractions 
and what it means to be locked in. Use that discussion 
as a starting point to create a team ritual that signals 
everyone to lock in. This could be as simple as two 
words said in the huddle. It could be reciting the team 
pillars before leaving the locker room. 

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“The successful warrior is the average man, 
with laser-like focus.” Bruce Lee

 TUESDAY:
“I don’t focus on what I’m up against. I focus 
on my goals and I try to ignore the rest.” 
   Venus Williams
WEDNESDAY:
“We can't become our best if we don't give 
our best.” Coach Mackey

THURSDAY:
“Concentrate all your thoughts upon the 
work at hand. The sun’s rays do not burn until 
brought to a focus.” Alexander Graham Bell

FRIDAY:
“FOCUS = Follow On Course Until 
Successful.” Ifeanyi Enoch Onuoha
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HOKEY POKEY
“You put your left hand in, you put your left hand out…”

The hokey pokey is a fun dance from childhood. But when hokey pokey can be used to 
describe your commitment, your hard work, or your effort, then it’s not so fun anymore. 
We all know people who put in their commitment and then when it costs more than they 

thought it would, they take it out again. You might have even been that person.

At first glance, it makes sense to hold back a bit, to keep some energy or hard work reserved in case you 
need it later. But, as you probably know, there's a problem with that. When you hold back, when you fail to 
give the fullness of you to what's in front of you, then you diminish your chances of having an opportunity to 
even need what you've held back. 

Take this story of a man stranded in the desert as an example. The man had been walking for days and was 
on the brink of dying from thirst when he found a cabin. Inside the cabin was a canteen full of water with a 
note that said, "Use the water to prime the well pump." 

When the man put in only half of the water, nothing happened. But when he took a leap of faith and 
emptied the contents of the canteen, the well pump was primed and suddenly, he had even more water than 
he needed. Before he left the cabin, he refilled the canteen and left his own note saying "It really works! But 
you must go all in."

Like that man in the desert, you only have a canteen full of water. Though in this case, the water is your 
commitment and effort, your hard work and dedication to the team. You only have so much to give, so it's 
understandable that you would want to keep some in case you need it. But doing that short changes both 
you and your teammates. So don't be a hokey pokey

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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HOKEY POKEY: FOR COACHES
Coaches tend to move around a lot. They're competitive and a lot of them want to be head 
coaches at some point, so movement is necessary. And sometimes, there are things outside of 
our control that take us from being with the same school for ten or more years to being at a new 
school for only a year or two. 

Things happen. Needing to switch jobs or schools isn't a sign of a lack of commitment to students. It's just 
a transfer of that commitment from one set of student-athletes to another.

The players aren't always going to understand this, though. It's hard when a coach that they like and trust 
moves away. It's hard to start all over again and trust the new person that comes to replace the coach they 
trusted, too. 

If the way we talk about our commitment doesn't equal how committed we actually are, we send our 
students mixed messages about commitment and how important it is. In other words, when we act like a 
hokey pokey, students think it's normal to be a hokey pokey.

The way we talk about timelines matters. If we talk to our freshmen players about where the team will be by 
the time they are seniors, that sets a (potentially unrealistic) expectation that we're going to be there for all 
of their four years. Don't be afraid to talk about hopes for the future, but don't treat it like a guarantee, either.

We don’t always control whether or not we stay at a school, and sometimes, we’ll need to move on before 
we originally planned. The important thing is: What did we teach our student-athletes about commitment 
while we were with them?

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to SET athletes up for future success. 

Talk about the future and your commitment to the team 
in ways that will help athletes trust the next coach if 
you do end up leaving for another school. Establish 
trust for the position of "Coach" rather than just for you 
personally. 

2. Opportunities to COMMIT to what you can commit 
to. No one knows what tomorrow will bring, so 
you can't promise athletes that you'll be with them 
throughout their high school careers. But you can 
commit to being there for them this year, this month, or 
just this week. Don't fear commitments, but don't make 
them lightly, either.

3. Opportunities to CALL OUT the hokey pokey 
athletes. Commitment isn't a one-time thing; it's 
ongoing. If an athlete committed high at the beginning 
of the season but is now dropping their passion or work 
ethic, call them out for putting their hand in and taking 
it back out. Use the term "hokey pokey" or something 
similar to lighten the mood, but also point out how 
important it is to follow through on commitments. 

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“The quality of a person's life is in direct 
proportion to their commitment to 
excellence, regardless of their chosen field of 
endeavor.” Vince Lombardi

 TUESDAY:
“Unless commitment is made, there are only 
promises and hopes; but no plans." 
  Peter Drucker
WEDNESDAY:
“Knowing is not enough; we must apply.  
Willing is not enough; we must do.”     
  Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

THURSDAY:
“Thinking well is wise; planning well wiser; 
doing well wisest and best of all.” 
  Persian Proverb
FRIDAY:
“Don't be a hokey pokey. Instead set the 
standard of commitment, passion, and work 
ethic.” Coach Mackey
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TEAM WORKS
We talk a lot about teamwork because when the individual members of a team come 
together as a team, then the team works. As Phil Jackson said, "The strength of the team 
is each individual member. The strength of each member is the team." There are three 
conditions for a team to work. Let's look at them quickly.

Team works when individuals bring their best for the team. You might be a star player, but without the 
support of your team, you're not going to get very far. And if you're not working for the good of the team, 
then why would the rest of the team support you? Teamwork is about giving your best, but it's also about 
trusting that your teammates are going to give their best in return. When this process breaks down, then the 
team doesn't work.

Team works when we help others get what they want. The more people you help get what you want, 
the more that you will find you get what you want, too. Helping someone else to improve also helps you to 
improve. The best way to learn something well is to teach it to someone else. The more you help others find 
success, the more you learn and the more opportunities that will open up for your own success.

Team works when we put the team in our work. Without the friends we make on our team, sports are just 
work. Friends make things more fun. And as we know, fun work is hard work, and hard work is the best work. 
When we take the team out of our work, it's not fun and we don't work as hard. 

The team doesn't work without teamwork. We have to work together if we're all going to reach our goals.

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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TEAM WORKS: FOR COACHES
“The strength of the team is each individual member. The strength of each member is the team.” 
         Phil Jackson

We will always be stronger and better as a team than as individuals. A project completed by one 
person might be impressive, but it will never be quite as good as it would be with the help of a team. Too 
often, we buy the lie that the best teams have the best players. We buy the lie that great talent makes a 
great team. 

But as the quote above from Phil Jackson points out, the strength of the team is NOT one or two really 
talented players. The strength of the team is EACH individual member. It's easy to focus on the guys or 
girls with great talent. It's easy to spend the time molding and shaping them into great leaders. They stand 
out. Like the full moon, they can make the other stars seem to disappear. 

All of our athletes deserve our time and attention. The one who works hard even though she can't volley 
over the net is just as important as the spiker who never misses. The one who gives great effort even 
though he can't catch a pass is just as important as the defensive lineman who steamrollers over the 
offense every play.

Sometimes, we might wish that our greatest talent had our best workers' hearts and dedication. But 
that's the thing about team work when team works: they do have access to that heart and dedication. 
Teammates who work together push each other to become better. 

Each member of the team brings their strength to the team, and it's only through everyone combined that 
the team becomes as strong as it can be.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to ENCOURAGE team friendships. 

Give athletes time to bond over something other than 
practice and games. If it's not realistic to take the team 
on an overnight retreat or other group outing, try to 
make the most of bus rides to games. For example, you 
could organize activities they can do while seated that 
will help them get to know each other or encourage 
them to sit with a different person on each trip.

2. Opportunities to DEMONSTRATE the strength of 
the team. Jon Gordon and Kate Leavell wrote a book 
about teamwork that uses a parable of a bunch of sticks. 
One stick alone is easily broken, but a bundle of sticks 
together is much harder to break. A similar metaphor 
is a single piece of paper versus an entire notebook. 
Gather the materials and give students a demonstration 
so they have that visual to draw on whenever you talk 
about teamwork.

3. Opportunities to PRAISE the good teammates. 
Keep track of who is doing things that mark a great 
teammate, and praise them in front of their peers. 
Gather examples of teamwork that you've seen 
throughout the week to share with the team.

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“Team works when we put the team in our 
work." Coach Mackey

 TUESDAY:
“The strength of the team is each individual 
member. The strength of each member is the 
team.” Phil Jackson

WEDNESDAY:
“The way to achieve your own success is to be 
willing to help somebody else get it first.” 
   Iyanla Vanzant
THURSDAY:
“If you take out the team in teamwork, it's 
just work.” Matthew Woodring Stover

FRIDAY:
“Individual commitment to a group effort: 
that is what makes a team work, a company 
work, a society work, a civilization work." 
   Vince Lombardi
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BUILD CONFIDENCE
Confidence is built, not born. It's like any skill on the field. Confidence comes from 
letting go of the outcome because you know that all you can control is your response. 
Confidence comes from getting reps at things that you aren't good at and seeing how 
much you improve over time. And, confidence comes from knowing who you are and 
living out that identity. 

If you want to be more confident, these are three things that can help you to build confidence. Let's look at 
each more closely.

Surrender the outcome. When you let go of the future, you can grab onto the present. You don't know 
what the outcome is going to be on the scoreboard tonight. So focusing on what you want to see up there is 
pointless. Instead, focus on what you've done to get you to this point, and then zero in on how you're going 
to use that preparation to do your best right now.

Get intentional reps. Standing in the gym doing nothing for twelve hours isn't preparing. Working hard for 
an hour every day leading up to the big game is preparing. If you want to make a difference in the game, 
then you've got to put forth the effort in practice. Reps only matter if they are full of effort and intentionality.

Know who you are. You can't play your opponent's game, or you'll lose. You have to play to your strengths, 
not try to compensate for your weaknesses. When you know who you are and what you value, that instills a 
quiet confidence that can't be shaken.

If you want to build confidence, you've got to prepare. If you want to step on the field feeling like you're 
ready for this, then you've got to spend the time leading up to the game getting ready for it. Confidence is 
built, not born. So get out there and start building!

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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BUILD CONFIDENCE: FOR COACHES
Who you are defines what you do. When you know who you are, it shows in everything that you 
do. Knowing who you are gives you and your team the confidence to live out your values for 
the world to see. Here are three examples of "I am" statements. These are statements that help 
solidify who you are.

I am gritty. Your grit level is determined by your passion and perseverance in pursuit of your long-term 
goals. Grit is about being able to keep pushing forward even when it's hard, even when you're tired, 
and even when you just don't feel like it. You demonstrate grit by finding solutions to obstacles, pushing 
through the hardest workouts, and simply not giving up.

I am a hard worker. Hard work is the foundation of success. If you aren't willing to put in the hard work 
required to control your response and get reps to get better, then you aren't going to be very successful. 
Hard work looks like making each rep the best rep and staying late or arriving early to get the most out of 
your practice.

I am reliable. Being reliable is about being accountable to your teammates. A reliable leader shows up 
early, stays late, and never misses a practice. You also show your reliability by being present for your 
teammates. To be present, you have to let them know that you are available whenever they need you, and 
then actually be available when they need you.

Your character is who you are. And who you are defines what you (and your team) do. When you know who 
you are, you don't have to try to prove anything, you just live out your values because that's who you are.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to WRITE your own “I am” 

statements. You might identify with the three 
examples above, but maybe something else speaks 
to you more directly. Make a list of three to five “I 
am” statements that describe you and then explain 
them like the examples above. This is also a great 
exercise to have the athletes do.

2. Opportunities to DISCUSS who you are as a 
team. After pinning down who “I am,” use those 
answers as a springboard to discuss who you all are 
as a unit. Who is your team, really? How do what 
your “I am” statements say relate to the pillars of 
your program? 

3. Opportunities to BE who you say you are. The 
pillars on the wall are only worthwhile if everyone 
on the team strives to live out those pillars. They 
are guideposts along the route to success, but 
only the members of the team (and the coaches, of 
course) can actually follow those guideposts to be 
who they say they are.

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“Confidence comes from discipline and 
training.” Robert Kiyosaki

 TUESDAY:
“When you have confidence, you can have a 
lot of fun. And when you have fun, you can 
do amazing things.” Joe Namath

WEDNESDAY:
“Know who you are. Know what your best is, 
and choose to be that for your team.” 
   Coach Mackey
THURSDAY:
“Confidence is a lot of this game or any 
game. If you don’t think you can, you won’t.” 
   Jerry West
FRIDAY:
“When you have a lot of confidence and you 
feel like nobody can beat you, it’s game over 
for everyone else.” Jason Day
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TRUTH TELLER
It’s important to tell the truth to people, even when we don’t feel like it. You’ve been told 
this many times—to tell the truth to others—but what is frequently left out is that you 
need to tell yourself the truth, too. Unfortunately, people lie to themselves all the time 
about how good or bad they are, or how good or bad a situation is. The reality is that 
you and your situations are never as bad or as good as you think they are. It's usually 
somewhere in the middle.

Even though we might not think of “lying to ourselves” as a big deal, lying always has consequences. Here 
are two examples of lies you might tell yourself:

"This class is killing me." When you tell yourself you aren't good at something, such as a class at school, you 
convince yourself that you shouldn't bother to work hard to learn because you're just going to fail. The lies 
compound as you tell yourself that it's not that you don't work hard, it's just that the teacher doesn't like you 
or the person next to you is too distracting.

The truth is, It's not that the class is too hard. It's that you aren't willing to put in the effort to get better at 
it—to learn how to learn. Stop telling yourself the lie that you can't succeed, and you'll end up surprising 
yourself with how well you do.

"No one wants to be friends with me." If you tell yourself this vicious lie, you'll withdraw within yourself, 
building walls around you that no one can enter. Your mind creates reasons to support the false belief and 
the walls just get higher. If you don't recognize the lie for what it is and defeat it, you may find yourself 
feeling hopeless.

The truth is, there are people in your school and on your team who want to be friends with you. Everyone 
can connect with others; the trick is to be open to others' friendship offers. Turn the lie around by telling 
yourself you are worthy of friendship and love, and you are a great friend to others.

The lies you tell yourself will try to change your beliefs and actions. Don't let the lies shape your reality; 
confront them whenever they occur.

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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TRUTH TELLER: FOR COACHES
The words we use have great power. Words can move others to tears, encourage them to keep 
pushing through hardship, and convince them to step back from a dangerous ledge. Words 
have power on this grand scale, but what's even more fascinating is the impact of words in small 
day-to-day actions and interactions. We want to teach our athletes that everyday words have the 

power to change perspective, beliefs, and actions. So, how do we do that?

One tool we can give them is an expanded vocabulary. Not so much in the sense of solitary words (though 
that helps) but through phrases they can use to combat negative self-talk and lies. Phrases like: I will 
choose to...; I am capable of…; I get to... By highlighting how important positive self-talk phrases like 
these are, we increase the possibility that students will use them.

Encouragement and compliments are also helpful. Sometimes it's just easier to accept positive truth 
statements from someone else than from ourselves. Encourage athletes that they're making progress and 
learning.

Of course, we also need to watch for signs that negative self-talk has taken a turn for the dangerous. When 
we know our students well and take the time to observe them, we can spot signs (such as tiredness, social 
isolation, and poor performance) that indicate a student might need more attention from us or even help 
from the school counselors.

We want to communicate to our athletes how powerful the words they use every day can be, especially the 
words they use when talking to themselves. When our students believe in themselves and see the best in 
themselves, it changes what they do and how they behave.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to OFFER encouragement. 

Opportunities for compliments and encouragement 
are everywhere, we just have to look for them. Watch 
for students to do good things for others, like letting 
a classmate borrow a pen or giving a teammate a ride 
home after practice. Look for the positives in their work, 
not because everyone should get a pat on the back just 
for being there, but because acknowledgment of the 
positive progress in the present will help them make 
more progress in the future.

2. Opportunities to LOOK past personality. Teens are 
good at hiding their emotions, especially when they 
fear being judged for those emotions. Familiarize 
yourself with warning signs that students may be feeling 
hopeless even when they’re outwardly smiling, such 
as: restlessness, less attention to appearance, and 
consistently low energy.

3. Opportunities to CONNECT with students. The best 
way to notice signs something is wrong for an athlete is 
to make a connection with them. For example, one high 
school teacher shakes every student's hand as they enter 
the classroom. It's a three to four second point of contact, 
but it shows students that he sees them as people and it 
establishes an atmosphere of mutual respect.

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“Just give yourself permission to tell the truth 
to yourself.” Iyanla Vanzant

 TUESDAY:
“I believe there's an inner power that makes 
winners or losers. And the winners are the 
ones who really listen to the truth of their 
hearts.” Sylvester Stallone

WEDNESDAY:
“We and our situations are never as good or 
as bad as we think they are.” Coach Mackey

THURSDAY:
“Find out who you are and be that person. 
Find that truth, live that truth and everything 
else will come.” Ellen DeGeneres

FRIDAY:
“Belonging starts with self-acceptance... 
because believing that you're enough is 
what gives you the courage to be authentic, 
vulnerable and imperfect.” Brené Brown
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SLOW DOWN
We live in a fast-paced society. Everything and everyone seems to be moving at the 
speed of electricity. But sometimes that breakneck pace can actually break our necks, 
or at least, it can break our goals and dreams. Life is too short to run through it like it's a 
race. Instead, we need to learn to slow down.

When we slow down, we give ourselves the opportunity to give our best to what's right in front of us. That 
doesn't mean the end goal doesn't matter to us; it just means that we're able to be where our feet are. We 
need to slow down, so we don't miss receiving something in this moment that will help us reach our goals in 
a future moment. Let's look at three things that slowing down allows us to do.

Learn the Lesson. When we rush through a correction, we make two mistakes. The first was the mistake 
that needs correcting, and the second is not learning the lesson the first mistake provides. Mistakes are an 
opportunity only if you're willing to slow down long enough to learn the lesson.

Rest and Recover. When we rush everywhere all the time without taking time to rest and recover, we end 
up burnt out. We stop wanting the goals we've worked so hard for. We stop caring if we turn our dreams into 
reality. Burn out can be avoided. We just have to slow down long enough to rest and recover. 

Form the Foundation. When we rush through our current season in life, we cheat ourselves of learning the 
basics that are needed to succeed at the next level. But if we slow down, we'll get the basics down so we 
have the foundation needed to find success in the later stages. 

Society is fast-paced, but we don't always have to go fast, too. Sometimes, slowing down is the best and 
quickest way to reach our goals.

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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SLOW DOWN: FOR COACHES
If we want our student-athletes to slow down and be willing to learn, then we've got to slow 
down and be patient enough to teach them. Not everyone gets things right on the first try or 
even the seventh try. We expect the first few mistakes, but it's easy for impatience to grow as we 
have to repeat ourselves more frequently.

Here are three things we can do to help athletes learn what we are trying to teach:

Have them repeat the instructions in detail. It's tempting to tell an athlete what to do and then send them 
out to do it. But stop for a minute. Slow down. Have them repeat back what you said, but in their own 
words. Ask them to be more specific and to give more details than you did. 

Have athletes teach each other. One of the best ways to learn how to do something well is to teach it to 
someone else. When athletes receive help from their teammates, it hits in a different way than receiving 
the same information from a coach. This gives both athletes the opportunity to learn.

Understand how athletes are receiving the teaching. Do your athletes see your teaching as a challenge or 
as a threat? A challenge is something that pushes them to be better. A threat is something that's trying to 
harm them and their chances of success. Knowing how athletes are receiving correction from you is vital to 
being able to teach them. 

If we slow down when we teach, our athletes will begin to slow down so they can learn.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to CLARIFY a lesson. Sometimes 

mistakes are the student's fault, and sometimes, 
they're the teachers fault. When we teach, do we 
rush through the lesson or do we give the time and 
patience required to make it clear? Something that 
seems obvious and quick to us might take athletes a 
while longer to pick up. 

2. Opportunities to EMPATHIZE with athletes. 
When you correct an athlete, they can receive that 
as a positive challenge to get better or as a threat to 
their identity. In the second case, they are probably 
incorrectly equating their value as a person with their 
performance on the field. Don't treat that as irrational or 
silly. Instead, empathize with how easy it can be to feel 
that how you perform determines the type of person 
you are. Then, use that empathy to show them a better 
way to receive the correction.

3. Opportunities to STEP aside. The more that athletes 
can help each other, the more they will learn. Coaches 
matter. You are so important to teaching them both the 
basics and the advanced concepts. But once you've 
given the lesson, it's up to them to learn, and one of the 
best ways to do that is to let them tutor each other. 

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“When we refuse to slow down, we choose to 
not give our best to right where we are.” 
   Coach Mackey
 TUESDAY:
“Nature does not hurry, yet everything is 
accomplished.” Lao Tzu

WEDNESDAY:
“Slow down and enjoy life. It’s not only the 
scenery you miss by going too fast – you also 
miss the sense of where you are going and 
why.” Eddie Cantor

THURSDAY:
“If you’re always racing to the next moment, 
what happens to the one you’re in?” 
   Nanette Mathews
FRIDAY:
“Be not afraid of going slowly, be afraid only 
of standing still.” Chinese Proverb
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POSITIVE PRESSURE
Pressure is meant to catapult you forward, not to crush you. The difference lies in how you 
choose to view and use pressure in your life.

When a peer wants you to help cheat on a test, skip class, or consume illegal products, 
that is pressuring you to do something you know is wrong. You want to be liked and you 

don’t want to seem lame. But what’s really lame is them putting you in that position to begin with. Choose 
to accept the pressure as a positive by refusing the offer. By doing that, you buff your character. You get 
stronger in your convictions and the peer pressure becomes a positive gift.

Your family puts pressure on you through their expectations of how you will behave and what you will do 
in your life. This could be viewed as negative and restrictive, or you can reshape your thinking to see it as 
positive and enabling. There’s a group of people behind you rooting for you, and they’ll be there to pick you 
up when you fall short. Your family’s belief in your ability to achieve great things and make the right decisions 
is empowering! 

You also put pressure on yourself everyday. This pressure is largely based on what you believe others expect 
from you. So in a way, this pressure is built from the other pressures in your life. If you let the pressure 
become too much or if you don’t vent some of it to others, it can pile up and try to choke the life out of your 
endeavours. Remember: you are enough. Whatever your goals, whatever the pressure you're experiencing is 
trying to tell you, you are enough just as you are.

Pressure is neutral. It is your choices which change that neutral state to a positive or a negative.

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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POSITIVE PRESSURE: FOR COACHES
Our student-athletes are under a lot of pressure, and one of our roles as coaches is to help alleviate that 
pressure when it becomes too much for students to bear. Not all pressure is negative, but when it becomes 
too much, it can have devastating consequences, such as suicide. Think about these four categories and 
the accompanying examples when looking for signs that a student is under too much negative pressure:

• Appearance: Wearing unseasonable clothing; appearing unkempt or unwashed.
• Language: Self-deprecating language; belittling themselves and others.
• Attitude: Being aggressive or disrespectful to teachers and other students; trouble concentrating or focusing; 

little interest in school or hobbies.
• Sociability: Spending more time alone; resisting group activities; refusing to speak in class.

If you believe a student is experiencing pressure to a point that could be dangerous, here are a few action steps from 
the International Board of Credentialing and Continuing Education Standards to help1:

• Develop a collaborative relationship. Students with mental health issues like depression and anxiety need 
understanding and compassion. We want to help them feel like they are not alone, and we are here to help them 
succeed in school and in managing their emotions.

• Make accommodations in assignments. This doesn’t mean lowering standards. It could mean providing additional 
study time, extending homework deadlines, or breaking assignments into smaller, more manageable pieces.

• Consult with the school counselor or psychologist. Experts like these are an invaluable resource for students and 
teachers alike. When you’re concerned about a student’s mental state, don’t hesitate to reach out for assistance.

We are in a position to spot when student-athletes are feeling too much negative pressure so we can help them 
overcome it.

1 “6 Ways Teachers Can Help Fight Depression and Mental Health Disorders” from International Board of Credentialing and Continu-
ing Education Standards

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to BE a force of positive pressure. Not 

all pressure is negative. Positive pressure can actually 
push our student-athletes forward and help them 
succeed well into the future. We can be a positive force 
in their lives through encouragement, actionable praise 
and correction, and meeting them where they are in 
their learning journey.

2. Opportunities to SPOT signs of too much pressure. 
Check out the examples above as well as the additional 
resources page for more insight on the signs. Observe 
your students and determine if any of their activity 
patterns—such as classroom participation and 
appearance—have changed over recent weeks. Talk 
with athletes about the pressures they are facing and 
how that impacts them.

3. Opportunities to CREATE a pressure valve. 
Sometimes, kids just need to vent. Venting to their 
friends probably helps in the short-term. But if they can 
find another ear in us or the school counselors, there’s 
a better chance that our students will have a safe place 
to release some of the pressure that is put on them and 
find long-term solutions for dealing with pressure.

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“Pressure doesn’t become positive or 
negative until you choose.” Coach Mackey

 TUESDAY:
“The challenge is to stay cool enough to 
handle the pressure in the moment so that 
you can succeed in the future.” Jurgen Klopp

WEDNESDAY:
“Oaks grow strong in contrary winds and 
diamonds are made under pressure.” 
   Peter Marshall
THURSDAY:
“The pressure of adversity does not affect the 
mind of the brave man... It is more powerful 
than external circumstances.” Seneca

FRIDAY:
“Only surround yourself with people who will 
lift you higher.” Oprah Winfrey

https://ibcces.org/blog/2019/03/12/teachers-fight-depression-mental-health-disorders/
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TRY AGAIN
Failure is not the opposite of success. Failure is a part of success.  In the process of 
getting things right, you're going to get some things wrong. When it happens, ask 
yourself: am I willing to try again? The only real failure is in not trying again. Or, as Edison 
put it, if you want to succeed, you have to try again.

If you want the next try to be better than the last, there are three things you need:

Honesty. You have to be honest with yourself about where you fell short on the last try. What went wrong? 
More specifically, you have to be honest about your role in the mistake or failure. If you just look at the 
circumstances that weren't favorable or how other people's actions affected things, then you won't really 
know where you are. You have to know where you are starting from if you're going to get where you want 
to go. 

Honor. Trying again after a failure honors you and the people around you. Your teammates, your family, 
are counting on you to try again. Just because you messed up once or a hundred times doesn't mean that 
you can't get it on try #101. But you have to try again. You are connected to your teammates. They are 
depending on you. Honor that, and try again.

Hunger. You can't try again unless you're hungry. Hunger is a longing for something. What do you want so 
much that you just can't stop thinking about it? Is it something selfish or selfless? When you're hungry for 
something that affects more than just you, you'll be willing to try again as many times as it takes. When your 
passion is directed to something selfish, eventually you'll stop getting up and trying again. So what are you 
hungry for?

You can't find success without experiencing some failure. When you fail or mess up, are you willing to 
try again? 

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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TRY AGAIN: FOR COACHES
Even the most naturally talented athlete is going to make mistakes. And a mistake is either an 
excuse to give up or an opportunity to try again. How we coach them plays a big part in whether 
they take the excuse or the opportunity. 

Let's look at the three things we need to do to help our student-athletes choose to try again.

Identify where the student-athlete is. The goal is to be both truthful and tactful. Note the key strengths and 
weaknesses that you see in them, both as students and as athletes. Both parts matter. If you only care about 
what the student can do on the field, she's going to start basing her self-worth on her performance. At the 
same time, these athletes are here to play sports competitively, so that aspect can't be neglected, either. 

Believe in what the student-athlete can do. It's great to dream big for our students, but we don't want to 
oversell what they can accomplish. For example, a fourth-string defensive lineman in his last year of high 
school is probably not going to the NFL. That doesn't mean he has to give up the sport for good once he 
graduates; maybe his passion for the sport will lead him to coaching instead.  

Work to help the student-athlete reach his or her goal. This is the part of coaching that tends to get the 
most attention. It's how we help our athletes reach their big goals and dreams. It's the steps we take to 
guide them from point A to point B. 

If our athletes are going to try again when they mess up, we've got to do our part to help them make 
that choice. 

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to IDENTIFY where student-athletes 

are starting from. The goal is to be both truthful and 
tactful. Help students develop a clear picture of where 
they are compared to where they want to go. This starts 
with looking at strengths and weaknesses, but should 
also include their interests and character. Both the 
student part and the athlete part matter. Look at things 
from an athletic angle, but don't forget to let the rest of 
the student into the conversation, too. 

2. Opportunities to SHOW that you believe in your 
players. Some examples of how to do this include:  
• Talking about their goal in terms of "when" not "if" 
• Asking about their progress 
• Finding ways to help (more on this below) 
• Giving them opportunities to prove themselves

3. Opportunities to HELP students make progress 
towards a big goal. Help can come in several different 
forms. Sometimes it's physical support, such as going 
to an athlete's game in a different sport. Sometimes it's 
emotional support, such as listening and empathizing 
when a student needs to express their self-doubts. 
Sometimes it's material support, such as finding 
resources or information to help them pursue a goal.

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“The most certain way to succeed is always to 
try just one more time." Thomas Edison

 TUESDAY:
“The only real failure is in not trying again.” 
   Coach Mackey
WEDNESDAY:
“If at first you don't succeed, try, try, try again.” 
   Proverb
THURSDAY:
“You can't change what happened today. But 
you can make peace with it, learn the lessons 
it came to teach, and try again tomorrow.” 
   Mandy Hale
FRIDAY:
“The master has failed more times than the 
beginner has ever tried.” Unknown
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FAITH OR FEAR
We all have different lenses through which we see the world. Some of these lenses relate 
to our family heritage or regional culture. But perhaps the most important lens that we 
use is either faith or fear. A lens of faith sees a future of possibility while a lens of fear sees 
a future of difficulty. The way that we see the future determines how we act (or fail to act) 
in the present. 

Let's look at three examples of times when the choice between faith or fear colors our actions.

When we're pursuing our dreams. Our dreams are beautiful not because we achieve them, but because 
we work towards them. Sometimes, we will fall short of our goals. That doesn't make them any less beautiful. 
Fear says that our dreams are only worthwhile if we get the exact outcome we want. But faith says that the 
journey will be its own reward, regardless of the outcome.

When we're going through tough times. Reaching our goals and dreams requires that we persevere 
through obstacles. But if we view the future through a lens of fear, we'll be too scared to try and too ready 
to quit. Fear makes us more prepared to complain and less prepared to act. But a lens of faith helps us 
hold onto the belief that as long as we keep putting one foot in front of the other, we'll get to where we 
want to go.

When we only have today. This is true of every day, of course. All that's promised is the moment we're in 
right now. We can't go back and change the past, and the future isn't here, yet. Fear says that today is not 
enough. But faith says that this moment right here is the perfect moment to do what needs to be done.

When you think about your goals, do you view them through the lens of faith or fear? That choice makes all 
the difference. 

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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FAITH OR FEAR: FOR COACHES
Growth follows belief. What we believe is what will grow in our locker room. Faith believes in a future of 
possibility while fear believes in a future of difficulty. If you want to know whether your team believes in 
possibility or difficulty, just look at what's growing in your locker room. 

One of the most obvious (but often overlooked) signs of faith or fear is the language that people use to talk about 
the athletic program. How do the athletes talk to and about each other? How do the coaches talk to and about the 
athletes? How do they talk about themselves?

When language is fear-based, you'll hear things like:
• It's not my fault. It's your fault.
• But I deserve the spot because I'm a better player than so-and-so.
• There's not enough time. We don't have the right equipment.
• We're never going to beat that other team.

When language is faith-based, you're likely to hear phrases like: 
• Let's figure out a solution together.
• I'm going to try again.
• I'm happy for you.
• We have everything we need to succeed.

The difference is pretty clear. Fear-based language feeds on scarcity and comparison. Faith-based language feeds 
on abundance and cooperation. If you want to know whether your coaches and athletes are looking at the program 
through fear or faith, just listen to the way they speak. 

Whether our athletes and coaching staff believe in possibility or difficulty (faith or fear) makes a huge difference in the 
way they speak and act. If you want to know what they believe in, just listen to what’s growing.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to LISTEN to athletes and 

coaches. Listen to what they say to you directly, 
of course. But it's more important to listen to what 
they say to each other. Try to categorize things 
as faith- or fear-based, or whether it's rooted in 
possibility or difficulty. 

2. Opportunities to REFLECT on what's growing in 
the locker room. Does what you hear match the 
culture you want to have in your athletic program? 
Growth follows belief. Whatever's growing shows 
what your team believes in. Think about what 
you've heard and whether that aligns to what you 
want to grow.

3. Opportunities to ALTER the phrases you 
use. Listen to the way that you speak, too, and 
determine if you're coming from a place of faith 
or fear. Alter any fear-based phrases so that your 
speech reflect your belief in the ability of your 
team.

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“The future belongs to those who believe in 
the beauty of their dreams.” 
   Eleanor Roosevelt
 TUESDAY:
“The future rewards those who press on." 
   Barack Obama
WEDNESDAY:
“Yesterday is gone. Tomorrow is not here yet. 
All we have is today. So let us get to work." 
   Mother Teresa
THURSDAY:
“Faith believes in a future of possibility. Fear 
believes in a future of difficulty.” 
   Coach Mackey
FRIDAY:
“Faith is taking the first step even when you 
don't see the whole staircase.” 
   Martin Luther King, Jr.
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SECOND PLACE
It's not about you.

Too often, we hear that and go "yeah, right. Of course it's about me!" That's the ego 
talking. It's the part of you that thinks only about me, myself, and I. But as a servant leader, 
you've got to learn to make the ego take second place to the team. We before Me. 

The goal of leadership is not to have other people help you achieve your dreams; the goal is to help others 
achieve their dreams. There are three things that happen when you fight for second place. Let's look at them 
briefly.

When you fight for second place, you replace entitlement with gratitude. When you're in it to win it for me, 
myself, and I, it's easy to be entitled when you do win the title or trophy that you're after. It's easy to forget 
the people around you who helped you get there. But when you're in it for the team and your teammates, 
you remember that there is no such thing as a self-made man, and gratitude replaces your entitlement. 

When you fight for second place, you don't take criticism personally. When your ego is in the driver's seat, 
any critique feels like a personal attack. The ego doesn't get that it's not about you. When you fight to make 
your ego take the backseat, you realize that it's about the team. Any critique you receive is an opportunity to 
improve for the good of the team. We can all get better, but not if we take criticism as a personal attack. 

When you fight for second place, everyone succeeds together as a team. Your talents and influence are 
worth more in the service of others than in the service of self. Your talents can only take you so far. You can 
only influence so many people. A team can do and be so much more than a single individual ever can on 
their own.

To fight for second place is to remember, it’s not about you.

C O N T E N T  O V E R V I E W
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SECOND PLACE: FOR COACHES
When the ego takes second place to the team, everyone succeeds. But when the ego is fighting 
for first place all the time, the team can't work as a unit. We see or hear about this all the time 
in corporate settings where the culture is more likely to be Me before We. Everyone fights for 
themselves, and the rest of the team can either sink or swim on their own power.

That doesn't really work well in corporate settings, and it definitely doesn't work in athletics. Sports center 
around teams. And high school sports are one of the last places that our students will readily hear about 
servant leadership and a We before Me culture. If we can teach them how to do it here, then they can take 
it out there and hopefully make fighting for second place more common in the general workforce. 

To do this, remember the “model, teach, test, and reward” framework. If we want our athletes to fight for 
second place, they've got to see us living out the values we're trying to teach. We've got to explicitly talk 
about the things we want them to learn. We have to test their understanding of what has been taught. 
And, we've got to reward values before performance–what gets rewarded gets repeated. 

A We before Me culture is pretty novel in the adult world right now. But if we can instill this value in our 
athletes today, they can take it with them into the world tomorrow. The greatest gift we can give the future 
leaders in our athletic program is the gift of servant leadership.

THIS WEEK, BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR:
1. Opportunities to MODEL servant leadership. If we 

talk about serving others, then we have to demonstrate 
it, too. Consider these questions to help you figure out 
how to model servant leadership: Who do you think 
about when you make a decision? Who do you make 
plans for? How do you put others first in your life on a 
daily basis? 

2. Opportunities to TEACH athletes to fight for second 
place. Team discussions, small panels, and working 
through this lesson will all help to teach students to 
value a culture of We before Me. Give them examples 
of the opposite and lead them in group discussions 
about the difference between servant leadership and 
ego leadership.

3. Opportunities to REWARD values before 
performance. It's easy to praise an athlete for a good 
throw or a game-winning score. But performance praise 
is less meaningful than praise for their other efforts. How 
do they treat their teammates? How do they talk about 
the team? How do they show that they are in it for more 
than just themselves?

QUOTES OF THE DAY:
MONDAY:
“You will never lose helping other people 
win.” Zig Ziglar

 TUESDAY:
“The best way to find yourself is to lose 
yourself in the service of others.” 
   Mahatma Gandhi
WEDNESDAY:
“How can I be useful, of what service can I be? 
There is something inside me, what can it be?”  
   Vincent Van Gogh
THURSDAY:
“Help thy brother’s boat across and lo! Thine 
own has reached the shore.” Hindu Proverb

FRIDAY:
“Only a life lived for others is a life 
worthwhile.” Albert Einstein
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